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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this Order, the Commission adopts final rules amending the Commission’s 

regulations concerning rate incentives for Market Dominant products appearing in 39 

C.F.R. part 3030.1  These amendments revise the regulation defining “rate of general 

applicability” for purposes of Market Dominant rate adjustment proceedings; add an 

additional criterion for a rate incentive to be eligible for inclusion in a percentage change 

in rates calculation; and require that certain information concerning Market Dominant 

rate incentives be included in notices of rate adjustment. 

                                            

1 The rules appearing in title 39 of the Code of Federal Regulations were re-organized effective 
April 20, 2020.  See Docket No. RM2019-13, Order Reorganizing Commission Regulations and 
Amending Rules of Practice, January 16, 2020 (Order No. 5407).  Prior to this reorganization, the rules 
addressed in this Order appeared in 39 C.F.R. part 3010. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

The Commission’s rules permit the Postal Service, when adjusting Market 

Dominant rates as part of a rate adjustment proceeding, to include rate incentives that 

the Postal Service plans to offer in the percentage change in rates calculation, as long 

as the rate incentive meets certain criteria.  39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e).  These criteria 

are:  (1) that the rate incentive is in the form of a discount or can easily be translated 

into a discount; (2) that sufficient billing determinants are available; and (3) that the rate 

incentive is a rate of general applicability.  39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e)(2) (emphasis 

added).  The Commission’s rules also require the Postal Service to provide “sufficient 

information to demonstrate that the rate incentive is a rate of general applicability[.]”  39 

C.F.R. § 3030.512(b)(9)(i). 

When the Commission promulgated rules with regard to the treatment of Market 

Dominant rate incentives, it included a specific definition of “rate of general applicability” 

in the context of Market Dominant rate adjustments.  That rule provided that: 

[A] [r]ate of general applicability means a rate applicable to all mail . . . .  A 
rate is not a rate of general applicability if eligibility for the rate is dependent 
on factors other than the characteristics of the mail to which the rate applies.  
A rate is not a rate of general applicability if it benefits a single mailer.  A 
rate that is only available upon the written agreement of both the Postal 
Service and a mailer, a group of mailers, or a foreign postal operator is not 
a rate of general applicability. 

 
39 C.F.R. § 3030.501(g).  In explaining this definition, the Commission stated that “[t]he 

volume of mail sent by a mailer under an incentive program is a characteristic of the 

mail to which the rates under the incentive program apply[,]” meaning that rates which 

are subject to volume thresholds can constitute rates of general applicability.2  However, 

the Commission also specifically stated that the volume sent by a mailer in a previous 

year is not a characteristic of the mail to which rates under an incentive program apply, 

                                            

2 Docket No. RM2014-3, Order Adopting Final Rules on the Treatment of Rate Incentives and De 
Minimis Rate Increases for Price Cap Purposes, June 3, 2014, at 15 (Order No. 2086). 
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meaning that rates which are subject to a certain quantity of mail having been sent in a 

previous year do not constitute rates of general applicability.  Id. at 16. 

Since 2013, the Postal Service has offered a rate incentive called the “Earned 

Value Reply Mail Promotion.”3  The basic features of this promotion have remained 

largely the same since its inception (i.e., it is available to mailers who send out Business 

Reply Mail, Courtesy Reply Mail, and/or Share Mail enclosures which are subsequently 

returned or forwarded by the recipients), but the specific credits offered and the terms 

for qualifying for the credits have changed over time.  Order No. 5433 at 3.  In addition 

to offering credits to all participants who generate qualifying returns, the promotion has 

also frequently included “bonus” credits for repeat participants whose number of 

qualifying returns exceed their number of qualifying returns from the prior year, or some 

specified percentage thereof.  Id. at 4-5.  Prior to 2018, the Commission had approved 

the base tiers of the credits offered under the promotion, which were available to any 

mailer wishing to participate, for inclusion in percentage change in rates calculations as 

rates of general applicability.  Id. at 4.  However, the Commission had not treated the 

“bonus” credits as rates of general applicability, and had not included them in 

percentage change in rates calculations.  Id. 

Beginning in Docket No. R2019-1, the Postal Service began to structure the 

Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion in such a way that even the base tier contained 

exclusions that prevented it from being available to all mailers.4  The Commission did 

                                            

3 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to Amend Rules Regarding Rate Incentives for Market 
Dominant Products, February 14, 2020, at 3 (Order No. 5433); see also Docket No. R2013-10, Order on 
Price Adjustments for Market Dominant Products and Related Mail Classification Changes, November 21, 
2013, at 55-56 (Order No. 1890). 

4 Id. at 4-5.  Under the iteration of the Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion proposed in Docket 
No. R2019-1, a 3-cent credit was made available without any volume threshold to new participants in the 
promotion, but repeat participants could only remain eligible for the 3-cent credit if their returns met or 
exceeded 95 percent of their number of returns from the prior year.  Id. at 5.  Hence, repeat participants 
who failed to meet 95 percent of their prior-year return threshold could not qualify for the promotion.  Id.  
The Docket No. R2019-1 iteration of the promotion did not feature a “bonus” tier.  Id. 
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not detect this issue in reviewing Docket No. R2019-1 and approved the promotion for 

inclusion in the percentage change in rates calculation.5 

In Docket No. R2020-1, however, the Postal Service re-introduced a “bonus” tier 

and sought for the first time to have both the base and “bonus” tiers of credits included 

in the percentage change in rates calculation.  Order No. 5433 at 5.  Furthermore, as 

with Docket No. R2019-1, even the base tier of the promotion in Docket No. R2020-1 

contained exclusions that prevented it from being available to all mailers.6  It was in the 

course of reviewing Docket No. R2020-1 that the Commission first became aware of the 

issues related to the Docket No. R2019-1 iteration of the promotion.7 

In reviewing Docket No. R2020-1, the Commission also became aware of a 

potential ambiguity in its rules with regard to whether mailer-specific volume thresholds 

based on historical volume data can qualify as rates of general applicability, and hence 

be eligible for inclusion in percentage change in rates calculations.  Order No. 5433 at 

6-7.  When the Commission established its rate incentive rules in Order No. 2086, it 

clearly stated that requiring a particular quantity of mail to have been sent in a previous 

                                            

5 Docket No. R2019-1, Order on Price Adjustments for First-Class Mail, USPS Marketing Mail, 
Periodicals, Package Services, and Special Services Products and Related Mail Classification Changes, 
November 13, 2018, at 8 (Order No. 4875). 

6 Id.  Under the iteration of the Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion proposed in Docket No. 
R2020-1, a 2-cent credit was made available to new participants without a volume threshold, as well as to 
repeat participants whose returns met or exceeded 93 percent of their number of returns from the prior 
year.  Id.  In addition, it also featured a 2-cent “bonus” credit for repeat participants whose returns 
exceeded 100 percent of their number of returns from the prior year.  Id.  Hence, not only could repeat 
participants who failed to meet 93 percent of their prior-year return threshold not qualify for the base tier 
of the promotion, but neither new participants nor repeat participants who failed to exceed 100 percent of 
their prior-year return threshold could qualify for the “bonus” tier.  Id. 

7 The Postal Service suggests that the Commission “changed course” between Docket No. 
R2019-1 and Docket No. R2020-1.  Comments of the United States Postal Service, March 23, 2020, at 2-
3 (Postal Service Comments).  No commenter raised the issue in Docket No. R2019-1 and as stated 
above, the Commission did not detect it until it arose again in Docket No. R2020-1.  One of the purposes 
of the new reporting requirements to be added to 39 C.F.R. § 3030.512(b)(9) is to ensure that the Postal 
Service’s filings are more transparent with regard to this issue in the future. 
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year in order to qualify for a rate incentive in the current year would be considered a 

rate not of general applicability.8 

However, unlike the examples presented in Order No. 2086, recent iterations of 

the Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion have not required any particular quantity of mail 

volume to have been sent in a previous year.  Order No. 5433 at 7.  Instead, they have 

required that the number of returns generated in the current year meet or exceed the 

number of returns generated in a previous year, or a certain percentage thereof.  Id.  In 

Docket No. R2020-1, the Postal Service and the Public Representative both appeared 

to interpret the Commission’s rules to mean that a rate incentive featuring a mailer-

specific volume threshold based on historical volume data could qualify as a rate of 

general applicability and be included in a percentage change in rates calculation.  Id.  

Order No. 2086 clearly addressed rate incentives that use a static volume threshold 

based on historical volume data, but it did not specifically speak to the issue of rate 

incentives that use a mailer-specific volume threshold based on historical volume data.9 

Because of the existence of these questions, the Commission permitted the 

Postal Service to include both tiers of credits for the Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion 

in the percentage change in rates calculation in Docket No. R2020-1.  Order No. 5433 

at 8.  However, the Commission indicated that it would initiate a rulemaking proceeding 

to clarify these issues for future rate adjustment proceedings.  Id.  The Commission then 

opened this docket and issued Order No. 5433, in which it proposed three revisions to 

its rules. 

III. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULES 

First, Order No. 5433 proposed to amend 39 C.F.R. § 3030.501(g) to clarify that 

in order to qualify as a rate of general applicability, a rate cannot be based on mailer-

specific data, such as historical mailer volume.  Order No. 5433 at 8.  The Commission 

                                            

8 Id. at 6 (emphasis in original) (citing Order No. 2086 at 16). 

9 Id. (citing Order No. 2086 at 15-16). 
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explained that it was concerned that interpreting “rate of general applicability” to permit 

volume thresholds based on historical volume data would contravene the policy reasons 

underlying the general applicability requirement.  Id.  The Commission stated in Order 

No. 2086 that “volume sent by a mailer in a previous year is not a characteristic of the 

mail to which rates under the incentive program apply.”10  This remains true regardless 

of whether the prior-year volume threshold being applied is static or dynamic.  Order 

No. 5433 at 9.  Past behavior by mailers bears no relationship to mail being sent in the 

present.  Id.  Therefore, the Commission proposed to revise 39 C.F.R. § 3030.501(g) to 

state unambiguously that a rate for which eligibility is based on “the volume of mail sent 

by a mailer in a past year or years” is not a rate of general applicability.  Id. 

Second, Order No. 5433 proposed to amend 39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e)(2) to add 

an additional criterion for a rate incentive to be eligible for inclusion in a percentage 

change in rates calculation—that the rate incentive must be made available to all 

mailers equally on the same terms and conditions.  Id. at 8.  The Commission explained 

that it was concerned about the fairness of permitting mailer-specific thresholds for 

determining eligibility for Market Dominant rate incentives because “[w]hen a rate 

incentive that offers lower prices is included in a percentage change in rates calculation, 

the result is that the Postal Service retains price adjustment authority with which to 

increase rates on other mailers . . . ,” which is “arguably unfair where there are some 

mailers that are not eligible for the rate incentive.”  Id. at 9.  The Commission explained 

that “[i]n such circumstances, the discounts received by eligible mailers would, in part, 

be subsidized by higher rates paid by non-eligible mailers.”  Id. 

Third, Order No. 5433 proposed to amend 39 C.F.R. § 3030.512(b)(9) to add 

additional requirements intended to ensure that the Postal Service provides sufficient 

information to enable the Commission to determine whether proposed rate incentives 

constitute “rates of general applicability” as defined by the Commission’s regulations.  

Id. at 8, 9-10.  The proposed requirements would require the Postal Service to state 

                                            

10 Id. (emphasis in original) (citing Order No. 2086 at 16). 
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“[w]hether the rate incentive is being treated under [§ 3030.523(e)(2) (in which case the 

Postal Service is seeking to include it in a percentage change in rates calculation)] or 

under [§ 3030.523(e)(1) and § 3030.524 (in which case the Postal Service is not 

seeking to include it in a percentage change in rates calculation)].”  Id. at 14.  If the 

Postal Service is seeking to have a rate incentive treated under 39 C.F.R. 

§ 3030.523(e)(2) (i.e., included in a percentage change in rates calculation), then it 

would be required to provide a further statement as to “whether the rate incentive is 

available to all mailers equally on the same terms and conditions,” as well as: 

[S]ufficient information to demonstrate that the rate incentive is a rate of 
general applicability, which at a minimum includes:  the terms and 
conditions of the rate incentive; the factors that determine eligibility for the 
rate incentive; a statement that affirms that the rate incentive will not benefit 
a single mailer; and a statement that affirms that the rate incentive is not 
only available upon the written agreement of both the Postal Service and a 
mailer, or group of mailers, or a foreign postal operator. 

 
Id. 

IV. SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 

The Association for Postal Commerce (PostCom), the National Postal Policy 

Council (NPPC), the Public Representative, and the Postal Service all filed comments in 

response to Order No. 5433.  PostCom, NPPC, and the Public Representative all 

generally approve of the proposed amendments, given the circumstances surrounding 

the Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion in Docket Nos. R2019-1 and R2020-1, and do 

not suggest any changes to the proposed rules.11  Both PostCom and NPPC, however, 

caution the Commission not to adopt an unnecessarily rigid regulatory approach that 

could potentially disincentivize the Postal Service from offering promotions in the 

                                            

11 Comments of the Association for Postal Commerce, March 23, 2020, at 1-2 (PostCom 
Comments); Comments of the National Postal Policy Council, March 23, 2020, at 4-5 (NPPC Comments); 
Public Representative Comments, March 23, 2020, at 1-2 (PR Comments). 
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future.12  PostCom states that “[w]hile the Commission is correct to limit its definition of 

‘rate of general applicability’ as proposed[,] . . . [t]he Commission’s 

regulations . . . should still encourage the Postal Service to develop rates not of general 

applicability where appropriate.”13  PostCom also states that the Commission should be 

mindful that any additional reporting requirements placed on the Postal Service have 

the potential to disincentivize it from offering promotions.  Id. at 3. 

NPPC states that the Commission should encourage the Postal Service to 

design volume retention initiatives in the form of generally available niche mail 

classifications, which “conceivably could be able to use mailer-specific volume history, 

rather than absolute or ‘static’ volumes, to broaden the potential set of mailers that 

could use the classification.”  NPPC Comments at 5.  NPPC also, like PostCom, states 

that the Postal Service should remain free to offer discounts in the form of rates not of 

general applicability, which can be based on past mailer-specific or general threshold 

volumes.  Id. at 5-6.  NPPC states that while such discounts might not be eligible for 

inclusion in percentage change in rates calculations, it may nevertheless still be in the 

Postal Service’s financial interest to offer them.  Id. 

The Postal Service, after asserting that “in light of current financial 

realities, . . . [it] [can]not practical[ly] . . . offer promotions unless it can recover price cap 

space for the associated foregone revenue[,]” argues that the Commission’s expressed 

intent of promoting fairness among mailers actually weighs in favor of allowing mailer-

specific volume thresholds.  Postal Service Comments at 1, 2-5.  Using mailer and 

volume data from the Docket No. R2019-1 Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion, the 

Postal Service presents a hypothetical Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion that uses a 

fixed-volume threshold, and compares it with the actual results obtained based on the 

mailer-specific threshold in the Docket No. R2019-1 iteration of the promotion.  Id. at 4-

                                            

12 PostCom Comments at 2-3; NPPC Comments at 5-6. 

13 PostCom Comments at 2 (emphasis in original).  PostCom states that this is particularly so 
because it is difficult under the Commission’s existing regulations for the Postal Service to develop 
Market Dominant negotiated service agreements that the Commission will approve.  Id. 
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5.  The Postal Service asserts that under its hypothetical, a fixed-volume threshold 

“would have excluded 296 small[-]volume mailers, and shifted their credits to higher 

volume mailers.”  Id.  Therefore, the Postal Service contends that “fixed volume 

thresholds are inherently exclusionary[,]” because “they inevitably reward large-volume 

mailers at the expense of their smaller counterparts.”  Id. at 5.  In addition, the Postal 

Service asserts that “the fixed threshold would have resulted in the Postal Service 

giving away more than twice the revenue it gave away under the mailer-specific 

thresholds, with no meaningful volume benefits to show for it.”  Id. at 4. 

The Postal Service suggests that the Commission add a final clause to the 

second sentence of proposed 39 C.F.R. § 3030.501(g) so that it reads:  “A rate is not a 

rate of general applicability if eligibility for the rate is dependent on factors other than the 

characteristics of the mail to which the rate applies, including the volume of mail sent by 

a mailer in a past year or years, except that a mailer’s past volume may be used to 

determine a mailer-specific volume threshold for a planned period.”  Id. at 6 (emphasis 

added). 

The Postal Service also states that the additional criterion proposed to be added 

to 39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e)(2)—that a rate incentive must be made available to all 

mailers equally on the same terms and conditions—is “too general to be meaningful[,]” 

because “as the [Postal Service’s example using Earned Value Reply Mail Promotion 

data] proves with regard to across-the-board volume thresholds, availability to all 

mailers ‘equally’ is an impractical and unfair standard.”  Id.  The Postal Service does not 

object to the reporting requirements proposed for 39 C.F.R. § 3030.512(b)(9), except 

insofar as they reference the additional criterion from 39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e)(2) that 

the Postal Service believes should be stricken.  Id. at 6-7. 

V. COMMISSION ANALYSIS 

The Postal Service was the only commenter to suggest changes to the 

Commission’s proposed rule revisions.  The Commission declines to adopt the changes 

proposed by the Postal Service.  The Postal Service correctly interprets the 
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Commission’s proposed rule revisions as “be[ing] chiefly concerned with maintaining a 

policy of fairness.”  See Postal Service Comments at 2.  The Postal Service argues that 

mailer-specific volume thresholds promote fairness among mailers because more 

eligible mailers are able to participate in promotions than would be able to under a static 

volume threshold.  Id. at 2, 4-5.  However, this focus on fairness among promotion 

participants does not address the crux of the Commission’s concern, which is fairness 

among all mailers in a class, including those mailers that are ineligible to participate in 

the promotion. 

The Postal Service asserts that mailer-specific volume thresholds expand the 

pool of eligible mailers that are able to participate in a promotion.  However, the fact 

remains that any rate adjustment authority gained by the Postal Service from including 

promotional rates in the percentage change in rates calculation could then be used to 

increase rates on mailers ineligible for the promotion.  These mailers would, in effect, be 

partially subsidizing the promotion participants without any ability to participate in the 

promotion themselves.14 

Given the multitude of ways rate incentives could be structured by the Postal 

Service, the Commission has concluded that it is necessary from a policy standpoint to 

have bright-line rules with regard to what promotions can and cannot be included in a 

percentage change in rates calculation.  The Commission’s statutory obligation is to 

enforce the price cap and ensure that it is applied fairly.  This can only be accomplished 

if there are clear rules in place that are transparent and predictable.  The requirements 

                                            

14 In addition, the use of mailer-specific volume thresholds based on historical volume data 
complicates the administration of the percentage change in rates calculation.  The Commission uses 
historical volumes to calculate the percentage change in rates for classes of mail.  See 39 C.F.R. 
§ 3030.523(d).  For a rate incentive basing eligibility on an individual mailer’s behavior during a prior year, 
the Commission would have to make assumptions about the volume of mail that would qualify for the rate 
incentive in the current year.  In the past, the Postal Service has also had difficulties presenting accurate 
mailer-specific volume data.  For example, in the FY 2009 Annual Compliance Determination, with regard 
to the “2009 Standard Mail Volume Incentive Pricing Program,” the Commission found that the individual 
mailer thresholds submitted by the Postal Service “[could not] be reconciled with the monthly volumes, 
revenues, or discount paid provided for each eligible mailer.”  Docket No. ACR2009, Annual Compliance 
Determination, March 29, 2010, at 88 n.23. 
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that generally applicable rates cannot be based on mailer-specific data, such as 

historical mailer volume, and must be made available to all mailers equally on the same 

terms and conditions, are bright-line rules.  They are easily understood and enforced.  

These interests outweigh the Postal Service’s understandable interest in expanding the 

number of participants in its promotions. 

At the same time, however, the Commission in no way wishes to discourage the 

Postal Service from offering promotions that it determines will retain and grow profitable 

mail volume.  Under the Commission’s rules, the Postal Service remains free to offer 

rate incentives not of general applicability, including rates based on mailer-specific 

thresholds or historical volume data; it simply cannot recover additional price adjustment 

authority for them.  See 39 C.F.R. § 3030.523(e)(1).  As NPPC commented, there are 

many rate incentives that are likely to be financially advantageous to the Postal Service 

even without the ability to recover additional price adjustment authority.  See NPPC 

Comments at 5-6.  The Commission fully encourages the Postal Service to develop and 

offer such promotions. 

After consideration of the comments submitted, the Commission adopts the 

proposed rules without modification.  The Commission finds that the rules promote 

fairness by ensuring that discounts received by mailers eligible for a rate incentive are 

not subsidized by mailers who are ineligible for the rate incentive. 

VI. REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT ANALYSIS 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act requires federal agencies, in promulgating rules, to 

consider the impact of those rules on small entities.  See 5 U.S.C. § 601 et seq. (1980).  

If the proposed or final rules will not, if promulgated, have a significant economic impact 

on a substantial number of small entities, the head of the agency may certify that the 

initial and final regulatory flexibility analysis requirements of 5 U.S.C. §§ 603 and 604 do 

not apply.  See 5 U.S.C. § 605(b). 

In the context of this rulemaking, the Commission’s primary responsibility is 

regulatory oversight of the United States Postal Service.  The rules that are the subject 
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of this rulemaking have a regulatory impact on the Postal Service, but do not impose 

any regulatory obligation upon any other entity.  Based on these findings, the Chairman 

of the Commission certifies that the rules that are the subject of this rulemaking will not 

have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.  

Therefore, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 605(b), this rulemaking is exempt from the initial and 

final regulatory flexibility analysis requirements of 5 U.S.C. §§ 603 and 604. 

VII. ORDERING PARAGRAPHS 

It is ordered: 

1. Part 3030 of title 39, Code of Federal Regulations, is amended as set forth below 

the signature of this Order, effective 30 days after publication in the Federal 

Register. 

2. The Secretary shall arrange for publication of the amended rules and general 

statement as to the basis and purpose of the amended rules in the Federal 

Register. 

By the Commission. 
 
 
 

Erica A. Barker 
Secretary 
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List of Subjects in 39 CFR Part 3030 

Administrative practice and procedure, Postal Service. 

 

For the reasons stated in the preamble, the Commission amends chapter III of 

title 39 of the Code of the Federal Regulations as follows: 

 

PART 3030—REGULATION OF RATES FOR MARKET DOMINANT PRODUCTS 

1.  The authority citation for part 3030 continues to read as follows: 

Authority:  39 U.S.C. 503; 3622. 

2.  Amend § 3030.501 by revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§ 3030.501  Definitions. 

* * * * * 

(g)  Rate of general applicability means a rate applicable to all mail meeting 

standards established by the Mail Classification Schedule, the Domestic Mail 

Manual, and the International Mail Manual.  A rate is not a rate of general 

applicability if eligibility for the rate is dependent on factors other than the 

characteristics of the mail to which the rate applies, including the volume of mail sent 

by a mailer in a past year or years.  A rate is not a rate of general applicability if it 

benefits a single mailer.  A rate that is only available upon the written agreement of 

both the Postal Service and a mailer, a group of mailers, or a foreign postal operator 

is not a rate of general applicability. 
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* * * * * 

3.  Amend § 3030.512 by revising paragraph (b)(9) to read as follows: 

§ 3030.512  Contents of notice of rate adjustment. 

* * * * * 

(b)  * * * 

(9)  For a notice that includes a rate incentive: 

(i)  Whether the rate incentive is being treated under § 3030.523(e)(2) or under 

§ 3030.523(e)(1) and § 3030.524. 

(ii)  If the Postal Service seeks to include the rate incentive in the calculation of 

the percentage change in rates under § 3030.523(e)(2), whether the rate incentive is 

available to all mailers equally on the same terms and conditions. 

(iii)  If the Postal Service seeks to include the rate incentive in the calculation of 

the percentage change in rates under § 3030.523(e)(2), sufficient information to 

demonstrate that the rate incentive is a rate of general applicability, which at a minimum 

includes:  the terms and conditions of the rate incentive; the factors that determine 

eligibility for the rate incentive; a statement that affirms that the rate incentive will not 

benefit a single mailer; and a statement that affirms that the rate incentive is not only 

available upon the written agreement of both the Postal Service and a mailer, or group 

of mailers, or a foreign postal operator. 

* * * * * 

4.  Amend § 3030.523 by revising paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows: 

§ 3030.523.  Calculation of percentage change in rates. 
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* * * * * 

 (e)  * * * 

 (2)  A rate incentive may be included in a percentage change in rates calculation 

if it meets the following criteria: 

 (i)  The rate incentive is in the form of a discount or can easily be translated into 

a discount; 

 (ii)  Sufficient billing determinants are available for the rate incentive to be 

included in the percentage change in rate calculation for the class, which may be 

adjusted based on known mail characteristics or historical volume data (as opposed to 

forecasts of mailer behavior); 

 (iii)  The rate incentive is a rate of general applicability; and 

 (iv)  The rate incentive is made available to all mailers equally on the same terms 

and conditions. 


